
 

Whats up guys 

Today I want talk about 1 side opening & 2 side opening curtain motor & accessory 

configuration  

We have TIS M3 curtain motor ,wheel box,rail,curve pully ,weel box hook,clamping 

lug,tooth belt,belt jointers,wheel,rail connector & ceiling & wall mounting kits 

First based on our window size: we cut the rail in this size: window size -14cm we 

can joint 2 or 3 rail with rail connector  

After that,depending our rail size we cut tooth belt about double size of the rail 

+24cm 

Next we mark a spot on the belt about the rail size +9 cm and add belt jointer . 

Then We insert the belt in to the rail and also insert down the belt to the wheel 

box, then add the belt jointer to the end of my belt .becareful press it from up side 

notice, when half of the belt is inserted in to the rail,and you can see the belt jointer 

, you should connect the curve pully to the jointer,now the opposite end of belt 

should be inserted in to the other wheel box now add the jointer to the belt . 

Next, we open this screw from the curvepully and the connect belt jointer and fix 

the second wheel box to the rail &then close the screw you can tighten or loosen 

by move w 

heel box like that notice the curve pully should be loose enough that you can move 

it easily . 

Next ,insert the wheels in to the rail from both sides & at the end, fix the clamping 

lug in the rail you can remove one of this pieces from curve pullys . 

If you want to install one side opening curtain, you should remove one of the curve 

pullys, you can use ciling mount kits or wall mout kits also you have to add wheel 

box hook to connect the curtain to it and hide the motor & wheel box. 

 Hope this video is useful 

  



 

 

  



 

 


